
(MAIN EXAM) 
 
 

DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STAGE FIVE SEMESTER TWO 
 

CIT 2303: MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS  
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
Answer Question ONE and ANY other two Questions 

a) One application of Multimedia system is in Medicine. Explain five advantages of 
multimedia based medication over the traditional based training       5mks 

b) Explain five factors to take into consideration while considering the storage requirements 
for multimedia choosing      5mks 

c) Multimedia is composed of various components. State and explain FOUR components 
(4mks) 

d) Discuss the two broad categories of Multimedia Systems.    4mks 
e) Development of Multimedia application, involves a series of stages. Discuss the four 

stages of development        8mks 
f) Define the following terms as used in Multimedia:    4mks 

i) Sapling rate 
ii) Multimedia 
iii) MIDI 
iv) Bitmap 

 
QUESTION TWO (20mks): 
Discuss the difference between bitmap and vector graphics.    4mks 
Define Animation as used in Multimedia Systems     2mks 
State the various animation techniques used in creation of Animations  3mks 
Data compression is essential when it comes with dealing with Multimedia System. Discuss the 
importance of compression.        5mks 
Differentiate between lossy and lossless methods of data compression siting examples   4mks 
Define an Image as used in Multimedia Systems      2mks 
 
QUESTION THREE (20Mks) 

a) Define the following terms:        2mks 
               Multimedia 
               Hypermedia 

b) Briefly explain, clearly identifying the differences between coding techniques work for 
data compression                                                                                                                  4mks 

c) Discuss the key features distancing multimedia data and more conventional types of 
media?                        4mks 

d) What major factors affect the Quality of Service of a multimedia application? 3mks      
e) Briefly explain how the human visual system senses color. How is color exploited in the 

compression of multimedia graphics, images and video?                            5mks   



f) Explain five functional requirements that should be provided in order to effectively use a 
wide of variety of multimedia      5mks 

 

QUESTION THREE (20mks) 

a) Discuss the various phases of multimedia application development  10mks 
b) Discuss the following with suitable examples    10mks 

 
 

QUESTION FOUR (20 Maks) 
a) Digital security is an asset in multimedia system. Discuss the threats, attacks and the 

security mechanism to apply to protect the system from these attacks 10mks 
b) A 640 x 480 pixel image in 24-bit colour would require how much disk space? Compute 

the needed space in Kilobytes       5mks 
c) State the advantages and disadvantages of using Bitmap images  5mks     

 
 
QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS) 

a) The emergent of mobile and cloud computing have great impact in multimedia systems. 
Discuss their positive and negative impacts in multimedia system.   10mks 

b) Discuss the details of JPEG compression schemes    10mks 


